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enthusiasm worthy of  Broadway or 
West End productions. Audiences 
exited smiling, even dancing. 

In short, Mamma Mia proved 
localisation could be done, and 
done well. ‘Mamma Mia was the 
game changer for musical theatre 
in China,’ says Don Franz, former 
CEO of  Nederlanders China, and 
today a busy China/Broadway 
director/producer. ‘When I [hold 
auditions] and performers say they 
did Mamma Mia, they 
say it proudly and with 
confidence,’ he says. 
‘[They go] to the top 
of  the list.’ He also 
feels that young 
actors having 
role models 
will produce a 
greater talent 
pool. Indeed, 
China’s only 
Broadway star 
Wang Luoyong’s 
groundbreaking 
bilingual musical 
theatre training 
programme 
(Musical Centre) 
at Shanghai 
Theatre 
Academy has 
swelled from 

16 to 90 students, 20 of  whom are 
already working in major stage 
musicals, film and television. ‘So 
many young people grew up with 
MTV stuff,’ says Wang. ‘[Now] they 
want to be triple threats.’ 

Franz also sees the market effect. 
‘Unlike the American touring 
musicals from 2003-2011, Mamma 
Mia gave China a crystal clear 
example of  what a musical is and 
everybody could understand since 
it was in Mandarin,’ he explains. “I 
believe that Chinese producers will 
[now] rethink their tendencies of  
[producing shows that are] too big, 
self-important and melodramatic.’

Phil Qiu, webmaster for www.
chinamusical.net and local expert, 
sees more Chinese production 
adaptations and/or originals, 
which means more people joining 
the business. ‘Local producers are 
always whining about the difficulties 
of  finding investors, but it’s a 
painful growing path they have to go 
through before their business gets on 
track,’ he says. But not all companies 
are struggling. Producer/director 
Qian Zheng’s company Gao Zhan 
has seen increased investment since 
Mamma Mia. ‘It proved this [style] 
works in China,’ he says. ‘This gave 
the industry confidence.’ 

Governments too are coming 
on board; Hangzhou is setting up 
a musical research facility, and 
Beijing’s Xicheng district boasts an 
Original Musical Theatre Production 
Base with creation, production, 
rehearsal, preview, training and 
marketing centres, as well as what 
aims to be China’s first ‘permanent’ 
musical theatre production, 
starting this month. Even better is 
decentralised approval. According 
to the associate producer of  Kunlun 
Myth (international version), Xu 
Feng, foreign artists can now bypass 
the Ministry of  Culture and get 
provincial approval, which makes 
touring schedules more flexible.

But Xu still sees systematic 
problems. ‘It’s booming in quantity, 
not quality,’ he says. ‘We don’t have 
quality training or market education, 
or a qualified book (script) writer, 
and the management level is even 
[worse].’ To him, serious bottlenecks 
include budgeting, marketing and 
production efficiency. But he agrees 
that China’s musical theatre is a work 

in progress. ‘The birth of  
musical theatre has close 
ties with economic and 
social development,’ he 

says. ‘It took America 
and Japan 30-40 

years to make 
their industry 
mature. 
Chinese musical 

theatre needs to 
[find] its own style,’ he 
continues. ‘That takes 
time.’ Meanwhile, enjoy 
the ride. 

  
 Mamma Mia is at 

Shanghai Culture 
Square from 
Friday 2 to 
Thursday 29. 

To cities seeking status, a vibrant 
musical theatre industry 
indicates taste, culture and 

economic success, not to mention 
providing a recession-proof  art form 
that actually turns a profit. After all, 
if  a story – and we 
use the term loosely – 
about singing cats can 
run for generations, 
how hard can this 
business be? But in 
2011, United Asia 
Live Entertainment 
took a leap of  faith 
in launching China’s 
first big-budget 
translated musical, and as the 
Mandarin version of  Mamma Mia 
returns this month, it’s time to look 
at China’s musical landscape. Has 
the tale of  a bride-to-be living on a 
Greek island with her unwed, former 
girl-group singer mother changed 
China’s arts industry forever? 

For the last decade, international 
experts have been advancing a three-
pronged plan for China: tour Western 
musicals to build an audience, run 
the same shows in Mandarin, then 
work with Chinese on original 
productions. Phase one was a ringing 
success while phase two stumbled; 
theatregoers saw Chinese doing 
musical theatre as incongruous as 

Westerners singing Peking Opera. 
Training was another problem – 
China produces singers or dancers or 
actors, but triple threats are elusive. 
Meanwhile, Chinese companies 
were leapfrogging the system, 

producing clumsy, 
formulaic originals 
that crashed and 
burned, which 
scared already 
skittish investors. 

Which makes 
Mamma Mia even 
more impressive. 
Those in the field – 
including Time Out 

– were sceptical; this story celebrates 
illegitimacy, and the Chinese haven’t 
grown up drunk-dancing to Abba 
at bad weddings. Why not start safe 
with national favourite The Sound 
of  Music? Meanwhile, performers 
balked at leaving cushy government 
troupes for a risky experiment. But 
then the curtain came up and the 
critics were – nearly – silent. Yes, 
the male leads were vocally weak, 
and (unconfirmed) rumours persist 
about financial troubles, but to 
audiences, Mamma Mia delivered. 
The female leads excelled, and more 
unusually the chorus – who usually 
see theatre roles as mere work – had 
the talent, timing and infectious 

When China becomes a world power in musical theatre, we might look  
back at the Mandarin Mamma Mia as the spark that lit the flame. Two 
years on from its launch, Nancy Pellegrini looks at the show’s impact
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the game changer 

for musical 
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Knowing MIa, knowing you The 
Chinese version of Mamma Mia, 
which debuted two years ago. 
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